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Preface

This book on Continuum Mechanics and Thermodynamics (CMT) (together with the com-
panion book, by Tadmor and Miller, on Modeling Materials (MM) [TM11]) is a compre-
hensive framework for understanding modern attempts at modeling materials phenomena
from first principles. This is a challenging problem because material behavior is dictated by
many different processes, occurring on vastly different length and time scales, that interact
in complex ways to give the overall material response. Further, these processes have tradi-
tionally been studied by different researchers, from different fields, using different theories
and tools. For example, the bonding between individual atoms making up a material is
studied by physicists using quantum mechanics, while the macroscopic deformation of
materials falls within the domain of engineers who use continuum mechanics. In the end
a multiscale modeling approach – capable of predicting the behavior of materials at the
macroscopic scale but built on the quantum foundations of atomic bonding – requires a
deep understanding of topics from a broad range of disciplines and the connections between
them. These include quantum mechanics, statistical mechanics and materials science, as
well as continuum mechanics and thermodynamics, which are the focus of this book.

Together, continuum mechanics and thermodynamics form the fundamental theory lying
at the heart of many disciplines in science and engineering. This is a nonlinear theory dealing
with the macroscopic response of material bodies to mechanical and thermal loading.
There are many books on continuum mechanics, but we believe that several factors set our
book apart. First, is our emphasis on fundamental concepts. Rather than just presenting
equations, we attempt to explain where the equations come from and what are the underlying
assumptions. This is important for those seeking to integrate continuum mechanics within
a multiscale paradigm, but is also of great value for those who seek to master continuum
mechanics on its own, and even for experts who wish to reflect further upon the basis
of their field and its limitations. To this end, we have adopted a careful expository style,
developing the subject in a step-by-step fashion, building up from fundamental ideas and
concepts to more complex principles. We have taken pains to carefully and clearly discuss
many of the subtle points of the subject which are often glossed over in other books.

A second difference setting our CMT apart from other books on the subject is the inte-
gration of thermodynamics into the discussion of continuum mechanics. Thermodynamics
is a difficult subject which is normally taught using the language of heat engines and
Carnot cycles. It is very difficult for most students to see how these concepts are related
to continuum mechanics. Yet thermodynamics plays a vital role at the foundation of con-
tinuum mechanics. In fact, we think of continuum mechanics and thermodynamics as a
single unified subject. It is simply impossible to discuss thermomechanical processes in

xi
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xii Preface
�

materials without including thermodynamics. In addition, thermodynamics introduces key
constraints on allowable forms of constitutive relations, the fundamental equations describ-
ing material response, that form the gateway to the underlying microscopic structure of the
material.

The third difference is that we have written CMT with an eye to making it accessible to
a broad readership. Without oversimplifying any of the concepts, we endeavor to explain
everything in clear terms with as little jargon as possible. We do not assume prior knowledge
of the subject matter. Thus, a reader from any field with an undergraduate education in
engineering or science should be able to follow the presentation. We feel that this is
particularly important as it makes this vital subject accessible to researchers and students
from physics, chemistry and materials science who traditionally have less exposure to
continuum mechanics.

The philosophy underlying CMT and its form provide it with a dual role. On its own,
it is suitable as a first introduction to continuum mechanics and thermodynamics for
graduate students or researchers in science and engineering. Together with MM, it provides
a comprehensive and integrated framework for modern predictive materials modeling. With
this latter goal in mind, CMT is written using a similar style, notation and terminology to
that of MM, making it easy to use the two books together.
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Notation

This book is devoted to the subject of continuum mechanics and thermodynamics. However,
together with the companion book by Tadmor and Miller, Modeling Materials (MM)
[TM11], it is part of a greater effort to create a unified theoretical foundation for multiscale
modeling of material behavior. Such a theory includes contributions from a large number
of fields including those covered in this book, but also quantum mechanics, statistical
mechanics and materials science. We have attempted as much as possible to use the most
common and familiar notation from within each field as long as this does not lead to
confusion. To keep the amount of notation to a minimum, we generally prefer to append
qualifiers to symbols rather than introducing new symbols. For example, f is force, which
if relevant can be divided into internal, f int , and external, f ext , parts.

We use the following general conventions:

• Descriptive qualifiers generally appear as superscripts and are typeset using a Roman (as
opposed to Greek) nonitalic font.

• The weight and style of the font used to render a variable indicates its type. Scalar
variables are denoted using an italic font. For example, T is temperature. Array variables
are denoted using a sans serif font, such as A for the matrix A. Vectors and tensors (in
the mathematical sense of the word) are rendered in a boldface font. For example, σ is
the stress tensor.

• Variables often have subscript and superscript indices. Indices referring to the compo-
nents of a matrix, vector or tensor appear as subscripts in italic Roman font. For example,
vi is the ith component of the velocity vector. Superscripts will be used as counters of
variables. For example, F e is the deformation gradient in element e. Iteration counters
appear in parentheses, for example f (i) is the force in iteration i.

• The Einstein summation convention will be followed on repeated indices (e.g. vivi =
v2

1 + v2
2 + v2

3 ), unless otherwise clear from the context. (See Section 2.2.2 for more
details.)

• A subscript is used to refer to multiple equations on a single line, for example,
“Eqn. (3.32)2” refers to the second equation in Eqn. (3.32) (“ai(x, t) ≡ . . . ”).

• Important equations are emphasized by placing them in a shaded box.

Below, we describe the main notation and symbols used in the book, and indicate the page
on which each is first defined.

xvii
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xviii Notation
�

Mathematical notation

Notation Description Page

≡ equal to by definition 22
:= variable on the left is assigned the value on the right 283
∀ for all 22
∈ contained in 22
⊂ a subset of 107
iff if and only if 22
O(n) orthogonal group of degree n 32
SL(n) proper unimodular (special linear) group of degree n 217
SO(n) proper orthogonal (special orthogonal) group of degree n 32
R set of all real numbers 22
R

n real coordinate space (n-tuples of real numbers) 25
| • | absolute value of a real number 25
‖•‖ norm of a vector 25
〈•, •〉 inner product of two vectors 25
〈Dx•;u〉 nonnormalized directional derivative with respect to x in

the direction u

57

f [•] square brackets indicate f is a linear function of its arguments 24
AT transpose of a second-order tensor or matrix: [AT ]ij = Aji 19
A−T transpose of the inverse of A: A−T ≡ (A−1)T 43
a · b dot product (vectors): a · b = aibi 25
a × b cross product (vectors): [a × b]k = εijkaibj 29
a ⊗ b tensor product (vectors): [a ⊗ b]ij = aibj 39
A : B contraction (second-order tensors): A : B = AijBij 44
A · ·B transposed contraction (second-order tensors): A · ·B = AijBji 44
A(ij ) symmetric part of a second-order tensor: A(ij ) = 1

2 (Aij + Aji) 48
A[ij ] antisymmetric part: A[ij ] = 1

2 (Aij − Aji) 48
λA

α , ΛA
α αth eigenvalue and eigenvector of the second-order tensor A 49

Ik (A) kth principal invariant of the second-order tensor A 49
d̄ inexact differential 159
det A determinant of a matrix or a second-order tensor 21
trA trace of a matrix or a second-order tensor: trA = Aii 19
∇•, grad • gradient of a tensor (deformed configuration) 57
∇0•, Grad • gradient of a tensor (reference configuration) 77
curl • curl of a tensor (deformed configuration) 58
Curl • curl of a tensor (reference configuration) 77
div • divergence of a tensor (deformed configuration) 59
Div • divergence of a tensor (reference configuration) 77
∇2• Laplacian of a tensor (deformed configuration) 60
⇀
αe local node number on element e for global node number α 294
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xix Notation
�

General symbols – Greek

Symbol Description Page

α stretch parameter 78
Γ, Γi set of extensive state variables 135
Γi, Γi

i set of intensive state variables obtained from Γ 173
γ, γi set of intensive state variables work conjugate with Γ 157
δij Kronecker delta 19
εijk permutation symbol 20
ε, εij small strain tensor 93
θ polar coordinate in polar cylindrical system 61
θ zenith angle in spherical system 62
θi curvilinear coordinates in a general coordinate system 60
κ bulk viscosity (fluid) 220
λ Lamé constant 235
μ shear viscosity (fluid) 220
μ shear modulus (solid) 235
ν Poisson’s ratio 235
ξ, ξI parent space for a finite element 294
Π total potential energy of a system and the applied loads 247
ρ mass density (deformed configuration) 106
ρ0 mass density (reference configuration) 107
σ, σij Cauchy stress tensor 116
τ , τij Kirchhoff stress tensor 123
φ azimuthal angle in spherical system 63
ϕ, ϕi deformation mapping 72
ψ specific Helmholtz free energy 193
ψ, ψi spin axial vector 98

General symbols – Roman

Symbol Description Page

ă, ăi acceleration vector (material description) 94
a, ai acceleration vector (spatial description) 94
B bulk modulus 241
B, Bij left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor 85
B matrix of finite element shape function derivatives 302
b̆, b̆i body force (material description) 122
b, bi body force (spatial description) 112
Cv molar heat capacity at constant volume 144
C, CIJ right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor 79
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xx Notation
�

C, CIJ K L referential elasticity tensor 226
cv specific heat capacity at constant volume 320
c, cijkl spatial (or small strain) elasticity tensor 228
c, cmn elasticity matrix (in Voigt notation) 230
D, DiJ kL mixed elasticity tensor 227
D matrix representation of the mixed elasticity tensor 303
d, dij rate of deformation tensor 96
E total energy of a thermodynamic system 141
E Young’s modulus 235
E, EIJ Lagrangian strain tensor 87
E finite element strain operator matrix 302
ei orthonormal basis vectors 23
e, eij Euler–Almansi strain tensor 90
F frame of reference 196
F ext , F ext

i total external force acting on a system 10
F , FiJ deformation gradient 78
F matrix representation of the deformation gradient 301
f column matrix of finite element nodal forces 281
G material symmetry group 216
g specific Gibbs free energy 195
gi , gi contravariant and covariant basis vectors, respectively 28
H0 , H0i angular momentum about the origin 120
h outward heat flux across a body surface 173
h specific enthalpy 194
I identity tensor 41
I identity matrix 20
J Jacobian of the deformation gradient 79
Ĵ Jacobian of the finite element parent space mapping 295
J affine mapping from the parent element space to physical space 295
K macroscopic (continuum) kinetic energy 140
K finite element stiffness matrix 287
k thermal conductivity 210
L, Li linear momentum 110
l, lij spatial gradient of the velocity field 95
M ext

0 ,M ext
0i total external moment about the origin acting on a system 120

N number of particles or atoms 110
nd dimensionality of space 16
n number of moles of a gas 144
Pdef deformation power 172
Pext external power 170
P , PiJ first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor 122
P matrix representation of the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress 301
p pressure (or hydrostatic stress) 119
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xxi Notation
�

ΔQ heat transferred to a system during a process 140
Qt orthogonal transformation between frames of reference 197
Q,Qαi orthogonal transformation matrix 31
q, qi spatial heat flux vector 174
q0 , q0I reference heat flux vector 175
R rate of heat transfer 170
R, RiJ finite rotation (polar decomposition) 83
r radial coordinate in polar cylindrical (and spherical)

system
61

r spatial strength of a distributed heat source 173
r0 reference strength of a distributed heat source 175
S entropy 150
Ṡext external entropy input rate 176
Ṡ int internal entropy production rate 176
Sα shape function for finite element node α (physical space) 280
S, SIJ second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor 125
S matrix of finite element shape functions 279
s specific entropy 175
ṡext specific external entropy input rate 176
ṡint specific internal entropy production rate 176
s, sijkl spatial (or small strain) compliance tensor 230
s, smn compliance matrix (in Voigt notation) 231
sα shape function for finite element node α (parent space) 294
T temperature 137
T , Ti nominal traction (stress vector) 123
t, ti true traction (stress vector) 113
t̄, t̄i true external traction (stress vector) 112
U internal energy 140
U , UIJ right stretch tensor 83
u spatial specific internal energy 170
u0 reference specific internal energy 175
u, ui displacement vector 91
ũ, ũi finite element approximation to the displacement field 279
u column matrix of finite element nodal displacements 278
V0 volume (reference configuration) 79
V volume (deformed configuration) 79
V , Vij left stretch tensor 83
v specific volume 132
v̆, v̆i velocity vector (material description) 94
v, vi velocity vector (spatial description) 94
ΔW work performed on a system during a process 140
W strain energy density function 194
w, wij spin tensor 97
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xxii Notation
�

X , XI position of a continuum particle (reference configuration) 72
x, xi position of a continuum particle (deformed configuration) 72
X column matrix of finite element nodal coordinates 278
z axial coordinate in polar cylindrical system 61
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